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Perl Medic : Transforming Legacy CodeAddison Wesley, 2004
Bring new power, performance, and scalability to your existing Perl code!
Today's Perl developers spend 60-80% of their time working with existing Perl code. Now, there's a start-to-finish guide to understanding that code, maintaining it, updating it, and refactoring it for maximum performance and reliability. Peter J. Scott, lead author of...
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Getting Started With SAS Enterprise Miner 5.2SAS Institute, 2006
SAS defines data mining as the process of uncovering hidden patterns in large amounts of data. Many industries use data mining to address business problems and opportunities such as fraud detection, risk and affinity analyses, database marketing, householding, customer churn, bankruptcy prediction, and...
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Microsoft Office Programming: A Guide for Experienced DevelopersApress, 2003
Do you consider yourself to be an “idiot” or a “dummy”? I certainly hope not!  So why do some programming books treat you as if you are? They start from  scratch and explain in excruciating detail how to make comments, declare  variables, and build For loops. That may make sense if you’ve never programmed  before,...
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Beginning XSLT and XPath: Transforming XML Documents and Data (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Provides the basic education in the XSLT processing model that developers have requested
    The growth of XML content management applications is boosting the demand for XSLT and XPath skills. This beginning Wrox book provides a firm foundation in the XSLT processing model, giving developers an important skillset.    

...
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Rogue Waves in the Ocean (Advances in Geophysical and Environmental Mechanics and Mathematics)Springer, 2009

	The book is written for specialists in the fields of fluid mechanics, applied mathematics, nonlinear physics, physical oceanography and geophysics, and also for students learning these subjects. It includes a wide range of observational data on rogue (or freak) waves in the seas and coastal waters, as well as presenting a basic statistical...
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Robust Control Systems with Genetic Algorithms (Control Series)CRC Press, 2002

	In recent years, new paradigms have emerged to replace-or augment-the traditional, mathematically based approaches to optimization. The most powerful of these are genetic algorithms (GA), inspired by natural selection, and genetic programming, an extension of GAs based on the optimization of symbolic codes.

	

	Robust...
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The Handbook of Professionally Managed Assets: A Definitive Guide to Profiting from Alternative InvestmentsApress, 2013

	This practical guide provides a comprehensive overview of professionally managed assets, or investments in which all portfolio decisions and rebalancing are delegated to a fund manager or third-party advice service. Savvy investors looking to achieve a better understanding of the nuances, benefits, and drawbacks of using these...
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An Introduction to Mathematical AnalysisAlpha Science, 2014

	An elementary text on the theory of functions of one real variable this book is intended for students with a good understanding of calculus as it begins with material on the real number system as a Dedekind complete ordered field and continuous functions. Pointwise and uniform convergence of series of functions, power series are discussed...
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SAS for Data Analysis: Intermediate Statistical Methods (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2008
This book is intended for use as the textbook in a second course in applied statistics that covers topics in multiple regression and analysis of variance at an intermediate level. Generally, students enrolled in such courses are primarily graduate majors or advanced undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines. These students typically have...
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Understanding Vineyard SoilsOxford University Press, 2009
Terroir connotes a sense of place that imparts a distinctive character to wine. A central component of terroir is the soil and its immediate surroundings. Thus, an understanding of the basic properties of soils and how they function as a "living skin" on the earth's surface is of fundamental importance to grape growers and winemakers....
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Integration of AI and OR Techniques in Constraint Programming for Combinatorial Optimization Problems: 7th International ConferenceSpringer, 2010

	Cutting planes (cuts) are very popular in the OR community, where they are
	used to strengthen the Linear Programming (LP) relaxation of Mixed-Integer
	Programs (MIPs) in the hope of improving the performance of an exact LPbased
	solver. In particular, an intense research effort has been devoted to the
	study of families of general cuts,...
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A Guide to Dissection of the Human BodyWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	In this second edition of A Guide to Dissection of the Human Body, certain dissecting instructions have been revised to increase clarity. Methodical and comprehensive, the guide complements various anatomy courses. The terminology has been checked and brought up to date, in accordance with the latest version of Terminologia Anatomica...
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